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Unique worldwide

Who uses the wheel-chairs

Swiss Made

- Globetrotter is an electronic wheelchair that climbs all types of staircases,
even spiral staircases and ladders, transporting people of reduced mobility.
- Composed of a turntable with three wheels swivelling around of a single
axispulled by a gearbox provided with an electric motor and a battery.
- Its seat in composite is equipped with foot-rest, of belts, a head-rest and a
solar panel allowing the contribution of constant energy.

Air Europa Barcelone

Technical performance

IBERIA 2005

- Climbing 29 steps per minute, it mounted the 1’789 steps of the
Eiffel Tower.
It goes through narrow corridors 36 cm and weighs only 49 kg without the
battery.
-Consisting, amongst other things, of a drive assembly with three
weels, swiveling around its own axle, driven by gears, electromotor
and battery.
- Carrying a load of 150 kg, its’ range is between 3000 and 4 000 steps.
- Its seat in composite material is equipped with foot- and headrest,
seat belt and a solar panel.

Groundforce - Barcelona

AVE Madrid

High-tech elements

Panneaux solaires

Groupe propulsion

Métro Madrid

Paris station

- Practical
- Permits transport at place of work
- Recharging battery through battery charger or solar panel
- Quickly dismountable in three parts
- Improves communication

Prospected Partial Markets, Target Customer Groups, Distribution Channels
- The target estimated by the European Parliament is in the aeronautics field.
- All public transport
- In 38 000 cities of France, as well as Europe, the environmental services
organize themselves to facilitate the access for the people of reduced
mobility.
- Various distributors in all countries.
- Religious centers, historical buildings.
- All European and Swiss hotels and restaurants.

Distinctions

Family
- Assures schooling
- Gives access to leisure
- Participate personally
- Gives equilibrium in company
- Relieves psychological stress
- Reduces demands and dependence from relatives

- Disability increases due to the ageing population and growing rate of
accidents.
- The demand proves to be important in this virtually untouched market gap;
the market develops, from public transportation to buildings, on a global
level.

- The market is exponential, with an ageing world population; there is saturation in Old Peoples Homes; the solution consists in staying at the usual place
of residence.
- The accident rates increase.

- Public places
- Access to all types of staircases, even spiral staircases
- Fits through the narrowest passages (36 cm)
- Comfortable through its ergonomic desing
- Cperating without any effort
- No breakdown recorded
- Improves the social life

Professional life

Customers Structure, Purchase Motivation

Estimate of the Growth Rates of the Partial Markets

- its highperformance 24 Volt Hydride Ni-MH battery is recyclable
- its Brushless motor is of power electronics
- the suppliers of these two high-tech elements, which make it gain in
energy and engine power, make annual sales figures of € 587.7 million
and € 8.543 billion.

Advantages

- Airline companies such as: Swiss, British Airways, Royal Air Morocco, Luxair,
Iran Air, Jet Aviation, ANA.
- The ground service company GroundForce serves 24 airlines in seven
airports of Spain.
- Airport service of Geneva. Awarded in 1998 the price of best reception in
the world.
- Culture- and Sport-centers.
- Private persons worldwide.
- The Swiss disability insurance (A.I.)
- Hospitals and private clinics.

Geneva

- Prize of the Credit Suisse for industrial research.
- Gold Medal and congratulations by the Jury of the 18th International
Inventors Exhibition in Geneva.
- Prize of the Battelle Institute for the best social concept.
- Prize Rolex Award of Enterprise.
- Prize Swiss Design of Soleure.
- At the Hanover Fair selected among one of the best Swiss products.
- Labeled EC and made in Switzerland
- IATA and IMDG approved.

